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Chapterr 8 
HIGH-FIELDD DILATATION EXPERIMENTS ON UPT3; THE 

PUREE HEAVY-FERMION STATE 

8.11 Introductio n 

Inn this chapter, we will present the high-field thermal-expansion and magnetostric-
tionn data on UPt3. UPt3 is an interesting compound for several reasons. It can 
bee considered as a prototype system for the U-based heavy-fermion compounds. It 
displayss all three properties, considered most salient for heavy-fermion behaviour, in 
extremee form. In the field-temperature region where the heavy-fermion behaviour is 
assumedd to be present, i.e. for temperatures and fields below 17 K and 20 T, re-
spectively,, an apparent heavy electron mass in combination with a strongly enhanced 
strainn dependence, a high value for the electronic Grtlneisen parameter and a small 
butt essentially non-zero magnetic moment are observed. As already discussed, its 
magneticc ordering is also particular in this phase, suggesting the existence of sheets 
off  heavy-fermion behaviour in the (a, 6)-planes coupled along the c-axis. 

AsideAside from the superconductivity observed below 500 mK, no other phenomena 
aree observed. We will leave the superconducting phase outside the scope of our 
inquiriess and refer to [1] and references therein for further details. 

Thee properties of UPt3 can easily be modified by doping with low concentra-
tionss of Pd as a substitute for Pt. Depending on the degree of doping, various extra 
phenomenaa can be introduced, such as: long-range antiferromagnetic ordering and 
whatt is called "temperature-induced re-entrant heavy-fermion behaviour ". 

AA special role is set aside for magnetic fields. Not simply an extra energy 
scalee is added, but the physics in field is fundamentally different from that without 
aa field. E.g., a field is the only external parameter, that has direct interactions with 
spins.. This is of particular interest for heavy-fermion behaviour. Its elementary exci-
tationss are expected to involve predominantly spin-degrees of freedom. Furthermore, 
aa magnetic field affects the density of states. It also introduces an extra quanti-
zationn in the form of, e.g., the Zeeman splitting or Landau levels. For the spin of 
freefree electrons ( i^ /%), this results in an energy splitting to be expressed in a sim-
plee energy-scaling relation. Each kelvin corresponds to 0.5 T. Surprisingly enough, 
aa similar energy-scaling relation seems to exist between the characteristic field, B*, 
andd the characteristic temperature, T*, for heavy-fermion behaviour. For UPt3 with 
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aa value for T*  in the order of 10 K, the need for high fields, B> 20 T, is established. 
Ann important feature here wil l be that phonons have no direct magnetic-field 

dependence.. Any magnetic-field dependence observed must, therefore, be related 
too the effect of the magnetic field on the electronic part of the system. Applying 
magneticc fields allows for some form of separation between the electronic and phononic 
properties. . 

AA point briefly to be mentioned here is the already discussed preference for 
antiferromagneticc ordering and the de-preference for ferromagnetic ordering by the 
heavy-fermionn behaviour. 

Wee wil l argue that for UPt3 and its heavy-fermion behaviour, the primal effect 
off  an applied field is to shift the peak in the density of states associated with heavy-
fermionn behaviour to lower energies with respect to the chemical potential. In this 
picture,, B* corresponds to the field needed to shift this peak completely below the 
Fermii  energy. That implies that for B > B* at the lowest temperature such a 
peakk and hence heavy-fermion behaviour are no longer detected in a thermodynamic 
experiment,, but that as temperature is increased such states could possibly again 
affectt such experiments. 

Fromm specific-heat experiments, estimates can be deduced for the size of the 
apparentt effective heavy-electron mass ([2]). With the aid of dilatation experiments, 
furtherr information can be deduced concerning their relative strain dependence. This 
strongg strain dependence is a typical feature of heavy-fermion behaviour. Further-
more,, dilatation experiments are directional sensitive as opposed to the specific-heat 
experimentss (one can measure the dilatation along various crystallographic axes). We 
arguedd that, in a plot of the length of a sample as deduced from dilatation experiments 
versuss temperature and field, the heavy-fermion phase should be clearly detectable 
ass a valley even at non-zero temperatures. Dilatation experiments are, therefore, an 
excellentt tool to study the possibility of the existence of a heavy-fermion phase at 
higherr temperatures even in case i t is absent at the lowest temperatures. 

Wee present thermal-expansion and forced-magnetostriction data on UPt3 in 
thee temperature range 1.5-17 K and in magnetic fields up to 25 T. Temperature and 
fieldfield ranges are chosen so to cover both the characteristic temperature, T*, of 11 K 
andd the characteristic field, J3*, of 20 T. The magnetic field is always applied parallel 
too the crystallographic a-axis. For this field direction, the length changes along the 
a-,, b- and c-axes have been determined. The experiments have been performed on 
thee same sample as used in previous specific-heat ([2]) and magnetostriction ([3]) 
measurements.. Length changes were measured using a parallel-plate capacitance 
method. . 

Thee relative strain dependence of the electronic effective mass (m*) is defined 
as: : 

_fl(ln(m*) ) ) 
TiTi~~ ö(ln(L*)) ' 

(8.1) ) 
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inn which L» represents the sample's length along i = a-, fr-, or c-axis. T4 can be deter-
minedd from a combination of thermal-expansion data (as presented here) and specific-
heatt data (as presented in [2]). Two approaches exist. The standard Grtineisen-
parameterr analysis can be performed. The alternative approach is by means of a 
rigorouss result of Fermi-liquid theory. The ratio of the low-temperature linear co-
efficientss of thermal expansion and specific heat is expected to be proportional to 
thee apparent electronic r*  (in which i is in the direction along which the thermal 
expansionn is measured). This is in complete analogy with the well-known result 
fromfrom Fermi-liquid theory that the low-temperature linear term of the specific heat is 
proportionall  to the apparent electronic effective mass itself. 

Thee Grüneisen analysis leads to a temperature dependent expression while 
thee Fermi-liquid argument only produces a to zero-temperature extrapolated 

result. . 
Methodss exist (see e.g. [4] ) by which the direct contribution of the phonons 

too an observable quantity, such as e.g. specific heat or thermal expansion, can be 
estimated.. To assign the temperature dependence of the remainder to the tempera-
turee dependence resulting from the electronic excitations is not always correct. As a 
highh value for the Grüneisen parameter is taken as a fundamental property of heavy-
fermionn behaviour, also a strong electron-phonon coupling must be expected. The 
strongg electron-phonon coupling causes properties of the electronic excitations and 
theirr temperature dependence to be strongly affected by the presence of phonons and 
theirr temperature dependence. One could imagine that, as an effect of the phonon 
systemm present, the electronic excitations liable for the heavy-fermion behaviour are 
dressedd in a fashion similar to, e.g., a polaron, see [5] [6] [7]. In this case, the dressing 
hass a dramatic effect on the properties of the electronic excitations. In [5] [6] [7] it was 
estimatedd that for typical heavy-fermion systems this may leads to a 25 % reduction 
off  the effective mass of the electronic excitations. 

Thee presence of phonons will affect parameters, such as the ligand-hybridization 
strength,, essential for such electronic excitations. We estimated that already from the 
zero-pointt motion of phonons (the ground state of the phonon system at zero tem-
perature),, a drastic effect must be expected on the effective mass of the electronic 
excitations. . 

I tt is clear that a considerable fraction of the temperature dependence of the 
propertiess of the electronic excitations is stemming from the temperature dependence 
off  the phonon system and a strong electron-phonon coupling. 

Insteadd of studying the temperature dependence, a better option is to study the 
fieldfield dependence of m* and r». Phonons are hardly field dependent, and the observed 
fieldfield dependence must, therefore, directly be linked to the electronic system. 

Byy a comparison of the different field dependencies of i \ (for i = a- and 6-axis) 
versuss m* around B* we will try to deduce features for the anomalous structure in 
thee density of states (as there is the strain dependency of energy levels) typical for 
heavy-fermionn behaviour. 
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AL||a-axiss AL||b-axis AL||c-axis 

Figuree 1 Magnetostriction of UPt3 for fields, B || a-axis, covering the characteristic field of 
B*B* = 20 T. From left to right, the magnetostriction along the a-, b- and c-axis is represented, 
respectively.. Notice: the scale for the a- and 6-axes is a factor of three enlarged compared to 
thatt for the c-axis 

Fromm a combination of magnetostriction and thermal-expansion data, the rel-
ativee length changes, (AL/L), as function of both applied field and temperature can 
bee deduced. The results for the dilatation data along the o-axis wil l be presented in a 
three-dimensionall  plot of the relative length versus field and temperature. Aside from 
thee features present in such a plot for T < T* and B < B*, we wil l be particularly 
interestedd in the features present for B > B*. 

8.22 T h e forced-magnetostr ict ion data 

Thee forced-magnetostriction data, (1/LidLi/dB), with i either the a-, b-, or c-axis and 
BB || a-axis), see Fig. 1 nicely complete and extend the previously reported results 
off  [3]. They reveal a sharp peak at B* which rapidly decreases in amplitude for 
increasingg temperature. Measured along the c-axis, the peak in the magnetostriction 
dataa is about three times smaller than along the a- and 6-axis. The field at which the 
anomaliess are observed, B*, is not temperature dependent. Along the a-axis we are 
ablee to trace the anomaly up to 12 K, approximately the characteristic temperature, 
T*,T*, for the heavy-fermion behaviour in UPt3. With respect to the a-axis, along the 
6-axiss an extra contribution to the high-field background seems to be 

present.. I t is not clear whether this is a consequence of the difference between 
longitudinall  and transversal magnetostriction or related to the anisotropy. 
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Figuree 2 Thermal expansion data B 
crystallographicc a-and o-axis of UPt3 

a-axiss in fields above and below B* = 20 T for the 

8.33 Th e thermal-expansion data and their  analysis 

Thee thermal-expansion, on = L~x dLi/dT, data for i = a-, b-, or c-axis obtained at 
differentt field values are shown in figs. 2 and 3. The experiments have been carried 
outt for fields ranging from 0 to 24.5 T in steps of 2 T. For increasing temperatures, 
thee aa and ab curves in fields B < B* reveal a steep increase up to some maximum 
valuee after which they level of. The temperature at which this maximum occurs is 
supposedd to be related to the characteristic temperature, T* , of the heavy-fermion 
behaviour.. T* is found to shift to lower temperatures for increasing field values not 
exceedingg B*. Before a significant shift to lower temperatures of this maximum is 
observed,, a minimum field for B of 14 T is needed. 

Ass is argued, the effects of a magnetic field is not only to shift the peak in 
thee density of states to lower energies, but also to distort its shape. I t is compressed 
intoo a smaller energy range. The latter is consistent with the observed shift of T* to 
lowerr values for increasing field strength in the range B < B*. 

Att fields B > B*, the thermal-expansion curves do not reveal this maximum. 
Onlyy a monotonie increase with temperature is observed in the studied temperature 
range.. However, these curves are still strongly affected by a change in magnetic field 
strength.. Since phonons are hardly field dependent, this field effect must stem from 
thee same electronic part also responsible for the heavy-fermion behaviour at B < B*. 
I tt is suggested that for B > B*, heavy-fermion states are still present. The peak in 
thee density of states still exists, although no longer at the Fermi level but at energies 
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Figuree 3 Thermal expansion data B || a-axis in fields above and below B* = 20 T for the 
crystallographicc 6-direction of UPt3 

justt below it. The degree such heavy-fermion states are observed in experiments is 
dependentt on the value of kBT and of the temperature dependence of the chemical 
potential.. For a more detailed discussion we refer to the previous chapters. Also the 
initiall  (T = 0 K) energy difference between the chemical potential and the peak is 
off  importance. I t determines the onset temperature of what is called the re-entrant 
heavy-fermionn behaviour. This energy difference is dependent on the magnetic field 
strength. . 

Forr B = 24.5 T, the ab curve turns even negative at the lowest temperatures, 
seee Fig. 3. As thermodynamics enforces l i m r ^ 0 a, = 0, this suggests the existence 
off  a minimum for T < 1.2 K (the lowest temperature reachable in these experiments 
att such high fields). Such a minimum would be in agreement with the features 
expectedd for re-entrant heavy-fermion behaviour. For the a-axis, although in the 
temperaturee region explored only positive values are observed, extrapolating the aa 

curvee for B > B* (20 T) seems to render also negative values, see Fig. 2. A similar 
minimumm could exist along the a-axis. Such a minimum could be an indication for 
thee existence of temperature-induced re-entrant heavy-fermion behaviour in UPt3. To 
settlee this dispute, either higher fields (this is expected to shift the minimum to higher 
temperatures)) or lower temperatures are needed. Both options are cumbersome given 
thee already high magnetic-field strengths. 

AA different effect in high fields is that large-sized local moments with a prefer-
encee along the &-axis are induced. This could play a role in the differences observed 
inn the magnetostriction and thermal-expansion data along the a- and the 6-axes. 

Al ll  aa, ab curves obtained at different fields seem to tend to one universal 

•• i i I i i i i | i i i i | i i i i | i i 

—— B = 0T 
~ BB = 18T 
—— B = 19T 
—rBB = 21T 
~~ B = 24.5' 

•• • ' ' i • i • • i • •• . . i  i  i I i i 
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curvee at sufficiently high temperatures (above 20 K). This is consistent with the 
notionn that phonons are not field dependent and dominate the thermal expansion at 
sufficientlyy high temperatures. 

Alongg the c-axis, a monotonous decrease for increasing temperatures is ob-
served,, see Fig. 2. It displays hardly any magnetic field dependence. Even curves 
measuredd in magnetic fields above and below the characteristic field, B* — 20 T, are 
identical.. Since no real difference is observed between B< B* and B > B* in ac, 
itt seems reasonable to assume that the c-axis response is caused by other phenom-
ena.. Its absolute size is, however, considerable and comparable to aa and ab in the 
heavy-fermionn regime. 

Thee observed ctc cannot be explained in terms of a deformation or dilatation 
off  the basal plane at constant volume, since this would result in a field dependent 
ac.. This suggests ac to be primarily caused by field-independent mechanisms, such 
ass phonons or conduction-electron states. The standard estimate for both contribu-
tionss is much smaller than the observed thermal expansion. The origin of the c-axis 
responsee is still a mystery. 

Thee picture emerging is one of heavy-fermion behaviour/states in the basal-
planee layers, while these layers are coupled to one another by a still to be deter-
minedd mechanism. This is in agreement with section 7.1.2. The ligand-hybridization 
strengthh is estimated to be negligible along the c-axis with respect to its strength 
alongg directions in the (a, 6)-plane. The inter-site spin fluctuations typical of heavy-
fermionn behaviour occur mainly between sites within the same basal plane. 

8.44 The apparent effective mass and it s strain dependence 

Too obtain the relative strain dependence of the apparent electronic effective mass, we 
combinee the thermal-expansion data as presented here with the specific-heat data of 
Vann der Meulen et al. ([2]). The latter are obtained on the same samples under the 
samee conditions. 7 and a*0, as introduced in the previous chapters, represent the low-
temperaturee linear temperature coefficients of specific heat and thermal expansion 
alongg the i axis, respectively. 

Fromm specific-heat measurements, a broad maximum in the field dependence 
off  7 is observed. This reflects an identical maximum in the field dependence of the 
low-temperaturee value for m*. Following Fermi-liquid arguments by which m* is 
relatedd to 7, the ratio a*o, and 7 can be shown to be proportional to r :̂ 

nn oc 4 (8.2) 
7 7 

Thee values for r0 and rb versus B display a quite irregular behaviour. A sharp 
cusp-likee feature is observed at B*, see Fig. ??. Its abruptness is in striking contrast 
too the broadness of the maximum as observed in m* itself. This could indicate the 
presencee of an anomalous distribution of strain dependencies for heavy-fermion states 
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Figuree 4 Lower part: plot of the field dependence of the low-temperature linear temperature 
coefficientt of the specific heat in UPt.3. This coefficient is proportional to the apparant 
electronicc effective mass m*. Upper part: plot of its relative length dependence (along the 
a-axis)) versus field. The latter is deduced employing a combination of the low-temperature 
linearr temperature coefficient of specific heat and thermal expansion, a Fermi-liquid result 
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Figuree 5 Both the density of states, N(E), and the strain dependence of its energy levels is 
plottedd versus energy, E, as they are to be expected for the bandstructure resulting from the 
two-bandd model of itinerant f electrons. Only the ligand-hybridization strength, \T\, is assumed 
too be strain dependent. €f is the energy of bare f states already properly re-normalized (by 
e.g.. charge-transfer processes). N (E) has a sharp-edged top formed by the Brillouin-zone 
boundary,, B.Z.B.. Its corresponding energy is €f - A . 

High h 

Relativee strain-
dependence e 
energyy levels 

Fermi-Dirac c 
distributionn function 

i i n(E) ) 
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Figuree 6 Schematic drawing of the proposed bandstructure. The relative strain dependencies 
off the energy levels are indicated by a gray scale. We assumed B > B*, so that the chemical 
potential,, //, is exceeding the upper edge of the band. A sufficiently small temperature window, 
ksTksT is opened so that only states in the upper part of the peak, having a low relative strain 
dependence,, are included. Such a picture would fit the results presented. 
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ass found within the peak in the density of states. A bandstructure which has such a 
featuree is the one based on two-band models involving itinerant f electrons. 

Considerr the lower branch of such a two-band bandstructure. The energy-
dispersionn relation is: 

e(k)) + 6 f - v / ( ( 6 ( k ) - 6 f ) 2 + 4|T|2) (8.3) ) 

ee (k) Represents the bare conduction band energy, labeled by the quasi-momentura 
vectorss k. ef is the energy of the bare f level, already properly renormalized. \T\ is the 
ligand-hybridizationn strength, also renormalized but by the strong on-site repulsion. 
Wee obtain as a density of states: 

NN(B)_-N.(E-J^ (B)_-N.(E-J^ 1++ PI' 
(E-e,) (E-e,) 

(8.4) ) 

wheree Nc (E) denotes half the density of states of the unhybridized broad conduction 
band.. This bandstructure is superimposed on top of the other half of the broad 
conductionn band. 

Thiss is a sharp peaked structure close to ef, see figs. 5 and 6. It has a sharp 
edgee at its top, caused by the Brillouin-zone boundary. Its energy corresponds to 
eff - A where A = \T\2/et. 

Considerr for a moment only \T\ to be strain dependent. The strain dependence 
off  E- itself is then proportional to: 

BEBE A\T\ 

d\T\ d\T\ 
\l(\l(EE-*f+T^y+MTf -*f+T^y+MTf 

(8.5) ) 

dE/d\T\dE/d\T\ has its optimum for \E - ef | = \T\. This is understandable. The effect of 
hybridizationn on the energy spectrum is, in general, at its maximum when the energy 
differencee of the initial states before hybridizing is as small as possible (equal) In 
thiss case ,the shift in energy lines is as large as possible. In our case, this is obtained 
forr e{ = e (k) or \E - ef | = \T\. These states are maximally affected by the ligand 
hybridization.. The larger the ligand-hybridization strength affects the energy lines, 
thee larger their strain dependence is expected to be. 

However,, considering the effects of a change in length scale on the energy 
levels,, three effects have to be considered. The Brillouin zone boundary is shifted 
whilee the total number of k-vectors available within one Brillouin zone remains fixed. 
Thee gap between E- and E+ is strain dependent. And the shape of the band is 
alteredd because of the strain dependence of \T\. 

Al ll  items considered, the net result is that the states close to the Brillouin 
zonee boundary have a reduced strain dependence (the effect of the strain dependence 
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off  \T\ and of the Brillouin zone boundary work for these states in opposite direction) 
ass would be initially expected when only considering the effects as a result of the 
strainn dependence of \T\. It are the states just below it which have the largest strain 
dependence. . 

Inn fig 5, both N (E)_ and the relative strain dependence of the energy levels are 
schematicallyy depicted. The predominant part of states is found at the sharp upper 
edgee of the peak in the density of states, but they have almost no strain dependence. 

Thee temperature dependence of the chemical potential is determined by the 
factt that the total number of occupied states must be fixed. For B > B*, the Fermi 
energyy exceeds this peak in the density of states. The effect of having so much sates 
presentt just below the chemical potential causes the chemical potential to be extra 
temperaturee dependent. 

Ass a result, the degree in which heavy-fermion states with their enhanced 
strainn dependence are present within this peak and which are in range kgT of the 
chemicall  potential, is reduced. The degree the latter states affect thermodynamic 
experimentss is, therefore, also reduced. 

Forr B > B*, the high density of heavy-fermion states present at the upper 
boundaryy in this peak in the density of states with their reduced strain dependence 
(comparedd to the remaining states within the peak) has a strong positive effect on the 
observedd apparent electron mass by a strong negative effect on the observed apparent 
effectivee strain dependence. 

Thee above-discussed bandstructure that is typical for itinerant f electrons can 
simultaneouslyy explain the observed broad maximum in the effective mass and the 
sharpp anomaly in its strain dependence. 

8.55 The effective Grüneisen parameter 

Combiningg the thermal-expansion data in field along the three main crystallographic 
directionss (figs. 2 and 3) the volume thermal-expansion can be determined. 

Inn combination with the specific heat data of [2], the temperature dependent 
effectivee Grüneisen parameter can be determined for several fixed fields, see Fig. 7. 
Ann analysis in terms similar as previously indicated is used. As is already discussed 
beforee the fact that a high Grüneisen parameter is observed implies a strong electron-
phononn coupling. It is, therefore, not clear which part of the strong temperature 
dependencee of the Grüneisen parameters presented in Fig. 7 is related to the electronic 
part. . 

Ann estimate of the phonon contribution to the effective Grüneisen parameter 
cann be obtained by the following procedure. Apply an ample enough magnetic field, 
BB ^> B*, so that all traces of heavy-fermion behaviour are suppressed. The latter 
includess re-entrant heavy-fermion behaviour. In this limit , thermal-expansion curves 
wil ll  turn out to be field independent. Since phonons are hardly field dependent, 
thee predicted effective Grüneisen parameter at high enough fields must be associated 
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Figuree 7 The temperature dependence of the effective Grüneisen parameter, Te!!, in UPt3 
forr several fixed fields above and below B* 

too phonons alone. If the phonemic Grüneisen parameter is expected to be not too 
temperaturee dependent, the same can be achieved by raising temperatures well above 
T*.T*. Still no estimate can be made for the effective Grüneisen parameter related to 
thee electronic part of the system and to the electron-phonon interaction. 

Alas,, for the maximum field strengths available, B = 24.5 T still a considerable 
fieldd dependence is observed. We could not reach sufficiently high fields for such a 
procedure. . 

8.66 T h e relat iv e length change plot ted versus temperatur e and field 

Eromm the data obtained for the magnetostriction and thermal-expansion curves, a 
three-dimensionall  plot can be constructed of the relative length change itself, AL/L , 
versuss temperature and field. In Fig. 8, such a plot is presented for the a-axis. We 
usedd the data obtained along the a-axis, and not the 6-axis. 

Thee heavy-fermion behaviour, with its strongly enhanced relative strain de-
pendence,, reveals itself as a clearly visible valley in this plot for the temperature-field 
regionss T < T* and B < B*. 

Ass becomes clear from Fig. 8, still a considerable field effect is observed for 
BB > B*. Such a field behaviour should stem from the electronic system, possessing 
stilll  features that are typical for heavy-fermion behaviour. The picture of re-entrant 
heavy-fermionn behaviour puts itself forward. 

Ass we wil l see, the existence of re-entrant heavy-fermion behaviour is confirmed 

ii  • 111 i i 11 I i i 111 i i i i 11 i i i 

 111  1 1 1 i i i i i i i  i 
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Figuree 8 Relative length change (in units of 10~4) along the a-axis versus magnetic field, 
00 T < B < 25 T, and temperature, 0 K < T < 15 K, as constructed from combination of 
thermal-expansionn and magnetostriction data for UPt3. The surface is drawn according to a 
splinee through the data points. The data points at T = 0 K are drawn for clarity reasons. 

Lengthh changes 

Figuree 9 
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Lengthh changes 

Figuree 10 Some of the data points used to construct the three-dimensional plot presented in 

fig.. 8. 

forr U(Ptn.9oPdo.io)3- There it is studied in greater detail. 

8.77 I n conclusion 

Wee introduced an heuristic picture, in which the effect of a magnetic field is to shift 
thee peak in the density of states responsible for heavy-fermion behaviour to lower 
energiess relative to the Fermi energy. Furthermore it compresses the peak width to 
ann even smaller energy span. In this picture, B* is the field needed to shift the peak 
completelyy below the Fermi energy. The compression to an even smaller energy span 
explainss why the observed characteristic temperature, identified by the maximum 
inn thermal-expansion curves obtained along the a-, 6-axis, shifts to lower values for 
increasingg fields. 

Fromm a combined analysis of specific-heat, [2], and thermal-expansion data 
presentedd here, we conclude that while the low-temperature apparent effective mass 
displayss a broad maximum at B*, its strain dependence displays a sharp cusp-like 
feature.. We interpreted this as an anomalous distribution of the strain dependence 
off  the energy levels for heavy-fermion states within the peak formed in the density of 
states.. We argued that the bandstructure resulting from a two-band model involving 
itinerantt f electrons is in agreement with these observations. 

Unlikee the thermal expansion along the a- and 6-axis, the expansion along 
thee c-axis displays virtually no field dependence. Even B > B* makes no difference. 
Stilll  its observed size is considerable (comparable to what is measured along the a,b-
axes).. Similar trends are observed for the magnetic susceptibility. This leads us to the 
conclusionn that heavy-fermion behaviour is predominantly occurring in basal-plane 
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layerss coupled to one another by a different mechanism, of which the origin is still to 
bee determined. The typical inter-site spin fluctuations predominantly occur between 
sitess within the basal plane. The observed thermal expansion along the c-axis is too 
largee to be described by a standard contribution of phonons or conduction electrons. 

Fromm the data obtained for magnetostriction and thermal expansion, a plot of 
thee relative length change along the o-axis is constructed. A clear valley for T <T* 
andd B < B* is observed, a consequence of the heavy-fermion behaviour existing in 
hiss region. 

Forr B > B*, the peak in the density of states is expected still to exist al-
thoughh shifted to energies smaller than the chemical potential. By increasing the 
temperature,, the heavy-fermion states within this peak wil l be depopulated. 

Re-entrantt heavy-fermion behaviour should display itself as a second valley 
presentt for B > B* in the above-mentioned three-dimensional plot. We are only 
ablee to observe a reminiscence of such a second valley that seems to be present at 
temperaturess slightly lower (T < 1.2 K) than accessible at these high fields (B > B* 
== 20 T). The presence of such a valley, i.e. re-entrant heavy-fermion behaviour, is 
inn agreement with the observation that properties as the thermal expansion are still 
stronglyy field dependent for B > B* or that thermal-expansion data along the a- and 
fr-axisfr-axis seem to turn negative and display a minimum for T < 1.2 K. 
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